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2010-11 Transfer Data

Top transfer institution:
- University of Phoenix (2,154)
- WCHSCR Independents (2,080)
- University of Washington, Seattle (2,022)
- Western Governors University (1,646)
- Washington State University, Pullman (1,637)
ICRC Spring 2012

CTC Transfers

- Public BI's
- Independents
- U Phoenix
- WGU
- Portland State
- CTC's

Year:
- 2007-08
- 2008-09
- 2009-10
- 2010-11

Number of Transfers:
- 0 to 12,000
2012 Legislature

By Resolution, Reintroduced and Retained in Present Status

**HB 2503** *Priority Registration for Veterans*

**HB 2258** *Requiring an online transfer and student advising system*

**HB 2436** *Mandatory Quarterly Advising*
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